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1 
Why tips and tricks 
 

If you want to start a business 
and you want to do your 
products or/and servicies 
online visible and not only that, 
if you hope that your business 
to improve the lifestyle of 
many people and to bring you 
desired profit... This guide is 

for you... 
 
Today, when internet access is 
widespread and connection 
costs are minimal, many 
companies large and small 
have entered online. Yes, the 
costs are minimum for all, but 
the competition is very high. If 

you give a simple search of a 
product on a search engine, 
and you will receive tens or 
hundreds of useful links and as 
many ads and not only, the 
search engines now remember 
what you looked and 
bombarding you with ads for 
products that you already not 

longer looking... 

So, if you want to create a 

business, for to have a larger 

number of visitors, a base as 

high potential customers as 

many subscribers to the 

company's website, is not 

enough just to build a site, it 

must be promoted and for this, 

you need tips and tricks. 

 

In this guide we have gathered 

some tips and tricks that 

you've found helpful to be used 

to start a online business.  

 

These tips and trips will bring 

success to your onlne business, 

only if you realize that the 

success is achieved through 

hard work, information and 

involvement, even if at first will 

be failures in managing an 

online business, perseverance 

and learning from mistakes can 

ensure  ultimate success. 
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2 
Online business and 

marketing  
 

What does Online business 
mean? 
 
”Electronic business, or e-
business, is the application of 
information and communication 

technologies (ICT) in support of 
all the activities of business. 
Commerce constitutes the 
exchange of products and 
services between businesses, 
groups and individuals and can 
be seen as one of the essential 
activities of any business. 
Electronic commerce focuses on 
the use of ICT to enable the 

external activities and 
relationships of the business 
with individuals, groups and 
other businesses or e business 
refers to business with help of 
internet i.e. doing business with 
the help of internet 
network. The term "e-business" 
was coined by IBM's marketing 

and Internet team in 1996.” 

Wikipedia,  
Electronic bussiness. 

 

Online business processes 
include  
 buying and selling products,  
 supplies and services; 

servicing customers; 
  sharing information; 

managing production control;  

 processing payments;  
 collaborating with business 

partners;  
 running automated employee 

services;  
 recruiting. 
 
Electronic business (e - 
business) is not limited to 

buying and sale of goods or 
services, but also include dining 
facilities buyers, collaborating 
with business partners or 
managing a organizations by 
electronic means. 
  
There is the possibility that only 
some of the activities of  

traditional business to be 
automated. Such electronic 
business can be partial or total 
and they involve the 
deployment of at least one of 
following activities: 
• The existence of a site 
presentation; 
• Online order; 
• Online payment; 

• Sending online product or 
service; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_and_communication_technologies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM
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Closely related to e-commerce is the virtual market, it representing 
the meeting point for buyers and sellers exchange of products, 
services or information for cash. 
 
Activities ranging from electronic business are those parts of 
Traditional business that can be automated and furthermore, can 
place on the Internet. 

 

E-Business currently available was divided into a few broad 

categories: 

Business to Business (B2B) 
Business to Consumer (B2C), 
Consumer to business (C2B), 
Consumer to consumer (C2C) / 
 e-auction, 
M-commerce  

E-banking 
E-directories; 
E-engineering; 
E-gambling 

 

E-learning 
E-mailing; 
E-working; 
E-operational resources 

management; 
E-procurement; 

E-trading/ e-brokering; 
E-leasing 
Government-to-business (G2B) 
Government-to-consumer (G2C) 

What is it Online marketing?  
Online marketing refers to a set of 
powerful tools and methodologies 
used for promoting products and 

services through the Internet. 
 
Online marketing includes a wider 
range of marketing elements than 
traditional business marketing due 
to the extra channels and 
marketing mechanisms available 
on the Internet.  
 

Online marketing can deliver 
benefits such as: 

Online marketing is also known as Internet marketing, Web 

marketing, digital marketing and search engine marketing 

(SEM). 
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Online Marketing 
 

Online advertising, also called  

online marketing or 

Internet advertising or  

web advertising,  

is a form of marketing and 

advertising which uses the 

Internet to 

deliver promotional marketing 

messages to consumers.  

 

It includes  

 email marketing,  

 search engine 

marketing (SEM),  

 social media marketing,  

 many types of display  

advertising (including web 

banner advertising), and  

 mobile advertising.  

 

Like other advertising media, 

online advertising frequently 

involves both  

 a publisher, who integrates 

advertisements into its 

online content, and  

 an advertiser, who provides 

the advertisements to be 

displayed on the publisher's 

content.  

 Other potential 

participants include advertising 

agencies who help generate 

and place the ad copy, and 

server which technologically 

delivers the ad and tracks 

statistics, and advertising 

affiliates who do independent 

promotional work for the 

advertiser. 

 

Online marketing connects 

organizations with qualified 

potential customers and takes 

business development to a 

much higher level than 

traditional marketing/ 

advertising. 

 

Online marketing 

synergistically combines  

 the Internet's creative 

and  

 technical tools, including  

 design,  

 development,  

 sales and advertising,  

while focusing on the following 

primary business models:  
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Online marketing has outsold 
traditional advertising in recent 
years and continues to be a 
high-growth industry. 
 
 

 
Online marketing has several 
advantages, including: 
 

 

 
The main limitation of online marketing is:  

 where goods are being sold,  

 the lack of tangibility means that consumers are unable to try 

out, or  

 try on items they might wish to purchase.  

Generous return policies are the main way to circumvent such 

buyer apprehension. 

E-commerce 

Lead-based websites 

Affiliate marketing 

Local search 

Low costs 

•Large 
audiences 
are 
reachable at 
a fraction of 
traditional 
advertising 
budgets, 
allowing 
businesses 
to create 
appealing 
consumer 
ads. 

Flexibility 
and 
convenience 

•Consumers 
may 
research 
and 
purchase 
products 
and services 
at their 
leisure. 

Analytics 

•Efficient 
statistical 
results are 
facilitated 
without 
extra costs. 

Multiple 
options 

•Advertising 
tools include 
pay-per-
click 
advertising, 
email 
marketing 
and local 
search 
integration 
(like Google 
Maps). 

Demographic 
targeting 

•Consumers 
can be 
demographi
cally 
targeted 
much more 
effectively 
in an online 
rather than 
an offline 
process.  
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3 
Steps to start  

a creative online 
business 
 

Steps to achieve electronic 

business are similar to 

traditional business 

achievement: •Analysis of 

electronic business; •Arguments 

for electronic business;  

• Identify risks; • Design;  

• Making; • Promotion;  

• Business Administration. 
” 

Business analysis has as main 

stages: 

• Identification of the type of 

business and its classification in 

one of the categories listed 

electronic business; 

• Setting goals and business 

performance; 

• Setting channels to be used for 

the sale and distribution of 

products / services; 

• Choosing an Internet service 

provider (ISP), which will 

provide hosting services and 

website; 

 

 

 
 

 Establish image and website 

content; it must be scalable and 

have implemented security 

features; 

 Choice strategy to promote 

products and website; 

  The choice of means and 

methods to be used for 

payment of goods / services: 

checks, credit cards etc. 

 

The most important means for 
arguing electronic version of the 
business opportunity are: 
• Explain the advantages of 

electronic business for the 
firm's clients or beneficiaries, 

• Explain the implications of the 

technology used to conduct 

electronic business in the 

conduct of business, 

• Creating a pilot project, 

• Estimated costs of staff 

training, maintenance and 

technical support necessary 

business of doing business, 

• Calculating and comparing it 

with business productivity 

business productivity in its 

traditional version. 

 

It is necessary to identify risks 

that may arise in the 

implementation of e-business.  
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There are a number of additional risks of electronic business to 

business risks that should be considered traditional. 

 

Traditional risks of electronic business, namely: 

 
There are some dangers that could put business at risk, 

namely: 

 

If in traditional business was local or national competition, 
this stretch depending on the area of business where 

competition is global electronic business location because 
the company no longer has, in most cases, no importance; 

A key factor in conducting electronic business is to secure 
the site; "Breaking" the site resulting in the impossibility of 
doing business; site resulting in the impossibility of doing 

business; 

Sustainability - there are certain types of activities / areas 
where it is not appropriate to build an electronic business; 

Loss of customer confidence if the business would have a 
vulnerability or whether they would find that the goods or 

services do not meet their description, 

Flow of viruses is a special danger for the site and they can 
endanger the business, if the site is not secure enough, 

The possibility of a fraud - there are a number of cases 
where people have used different information fraudulently 
acquired or entered on websites through its vulnerable and 

benefited from products / services by fraud. 
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The main strategies used in designing electronic business 

website content are: 

 "Content is king" - the strategy focuses on content, composition 

and density of the information presented, design and volume of 

information available through the website, 

 Contact with users -conţinutul site is changed following messages 

received by users and replies to the questionnaire published on the 

website, 

 The most frequently asked questions FAQ (Frequently Asked 

Questions) is a section devoted to the many sites update content 

according to the wishes frequent users of the site, 

 Consistency browsing - it is important that the site navigation to 

be unified, thus facilitating its use by all users, 

 The consistency of color - is good that site users are not too tired 

with a palette of colors, but the colors used in creating the site, the 

same used to be harmonious and print promotional materials 

company, 

 loading speed of information should be kept small; the size of the 

images contained in this site must be kept small. 

 

There are several techniques that can be used to attract 

visitors to the site: 

• Offering free information in the form of guides, answers to 

questions visitors 

• Customize your website content in terms of information and 

presentation as selected users (my.yahoo.com) 

• Support on-line / off-line for conducting electronic business, 

• Anticipate customers' wishes, 

• translation of information in their mother tongue; eg google.com 

versus google.ro, 

• Development of an attractive interface. 

 

Website development involves separating data (content) from 

presentation (form). Website development consists of completing a 
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series of stages, each stage being able to use one or more, a 

number of programming technologies. 

- Document generation at the client level 

- Document generation at the server 

- Transforming XML data into HTML pages 

- Storing and querying data 

 

Electronic business promotion is the next step in the development 

of electronic business. Steps are promoting electronic business: 

publishing the website and announcing appearances on the Web. 

For publishing the site it is necessary to choose the supplier for web 

hosting. The main elements that must be taken into account when 

choosing the supplier are: 

- the monthly cost of the service (there are providers that offer 

this service free) 

- technical characteristics of the support offered: the platform 

that will be stored website (OS) technologies that could be used to 

access data, the management of databases available to store 

information, the security that you put system available, 

- bandwidth availability for users accessing the site. 

 

Also you have chosen a domain name and purchase it. Some 

companies include free this option package.  

Domains can be purchased directly from the existing organization in 

every country, organization which manages domain names. 

Announcing appearance on the Web is needed to promote the 

company's website.  

 

The main solutions that can be used to promote the site are: 

• In all catalogs, publications and brochures, practically in all 

places where it appears the company name and address must 

appear on the site, 

• The registration site in search engines and optimizing its 

content suitable for indexing by search engines, 
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• Promote the site in forums and discussion groups, 

• Participation in the rankings of sites that are tops. 

  

Business administration involves the use of advanced information 

management systems. There are systems for knowledge 

management, customer relations, collaboration, management 

company image etc. 

Knowledge management can be used for the following 

technologies: 

- OLAP (Online Analytical Processing); 

- Data warehouse; 

- Semantic Web. 

 

Within an organization (enterprise) all its activities can be 

integrated and managed through systems software: 

� production management; 

� customer relationships; 

� relationships with suppliers; 

� accounting; 

� warehouse management and logistics 

� human resources. 

 

Such systems are on the market specialized in the following 

categories: 

� Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP); 

� Customer Relationship Management (CRM); 

� Supply Chain Management (SCM); 

� Process Life-cycle Management (PLM) 

� Human Resources Management (HRM) 

� Financial. 

 

Each system offers the possibility of placing the information in the 

databases associated processing, information retrieval and 

collection of reports on various situations. 
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Major producers of business management systems within 

enterprises are SAP (mySAP), Oracle (Oracle 11i - e-Business 

Suite) and PeopleSoft (PeopleTools) [FOTA02] 

It is essential to groupware and collaboration by means teamware. 

Application integration using EAI technologies (Enterprise 

Application Integration) and Web services. 

Company image management includes the following activities: 

- Building user profiles (data-mining); 

- Analysis files with information on users who accessed the site; 

- Setting popularity of the site by analyzing the following elements: 

� The number of hits at a time; 

� speed data loading; 

� time visiting the site; 

� number of banners viewed. 

As noted for achieving electronic business needed some investment 

that will pay off in the course of business provided an objective 

analysis of its existence and quality management. 

 

Now one way to not fail in building a online business: 

1. Find a need and fill it 

Most people who are just starting out make the mistake of looking 

for a product first, and a market second. 

To boost your chances of success, start with a market. The trick is 

to find a group of people who are searching for a solution to a 

problem, but not finding many results. The internet makes this kind 

of market research easy: 

• Visit online forums to see what questions people ask and what 

problems they're trying to solve. 

• Do keyword research to find keywords that a lot of people are 

searching, but for which not many sites are competing. 

• Check out your potential competitors by visiting their sites and 

taking note of what they're doing to fill the demand. Then you can 

use what you've learned and create a product for a market that 

already exists--and do it better than the competition. 
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2. Write copy that sells 

There's a proven sales copy formula that takes visitors through the 

selling process from the moment they arrive to the moment they 

make a purchase: 

- Arouse interest with a compelling headline. 

- Describe the problem your product solves. 

- Establish your credibility as a solver of this problem. 

- Add testimonials from people who have used your product. 

- Talk about the product and how it benefits the user. 

- Make an offer. 

- Make a strong guarantee. 

- Create urgency. 

- Ask for the sale. 

Throughout your copy, you need to focus on how your product or 

service is uniquely able solve people's problems or make their lives 

better. Think like a customer and ask "What's in it for me?" 

 

3. Design and build your website 

Once you've got your market and product, and you've nailed down 

your selling process, now you're ready for your small-business web 

design. Remember to keep it simple. You have fewer than five 

seconds to grab someone's attention--otherwise they're gone, 

never to be seen again. Some important tips to keep in mind: 

• Choose one or two plain fonts on a white background. 

• Make your navigation clear and simple, and the same on every 

page. 

• Only use graphics, audio or video if they enhance your message. 

• Include an opt-in offer so you can collect e-mail addresses. 

• Make it easy to buy--no more than two clicks between potential 

customer and checkout. 

• Your website is your online storefront, so make it customer-

friendly. 
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4. Use search engines to drive targeted buyers to your site 

Pay-per-click advertising is the easiest way to get traffic to a brand-

new site. It has two advantages over waiting for the traffic to come 

to you organically. First, PPC ads show up on the search pages 

immediately, and second, PPC ads allow you to test different 

keywords, as well as headlines, prices and selling approaches. Not 

only do you get immediate traffic, but you can also use PPC ads to 

discover your best, highest-converting keywords. Then you can 

distribute the keywords throughout your site in your copy and code, 

which will help your rankings in the organic search results. 

 

5. Establish an expert reputation for yourself 

People use the internet to find information. Provide that information 

for free to other sites, and you'll see more traffic and better search 

engine rankings. The secret is to always include a link to your site 

with each tidbit of information.  

• Give away free, expert content. Create articles, videos or any 

other content that people will find useful. Distribute that content 

through online article directories or social media sites. 

• Include "send to a friend" links on valuable content on your 

website. 

• Become an active expert in industry forums and social 

networking sites where your target market hangs out. 

You'll reach new readers. But even better, every site that posts 

your content will link back to yours. Search engines love links from 

relevant sites and will reward you in the rankings. 

 

6. Use the power of e-mail marketing to turn visitors into 

buyers. 

When you build an opt-in list, you're creating one of the most 

valuable assets of your online business. Your customers and 

subscribers have given you permission to send them e-mail. That 

means: 

• You're giving them something they've asked for. 
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• You're developing lifetime relationships with them. 

• The response is 100 percent measurable. 

• E-mail marketing is cheaper and more effective than print, TV or 

radio because it's highly targeted. 

Anyone who visits your site and opts in to your list is a very hot 

lead. And there's no better tool than e-mail for following up with 

those leads. 

 

7. Increase your income through back-end sales and 

upselling 

One of the most important internet marketing strategies is to 

develop every customer's lifetime value. At least 36 percent of 

people who have purchased from you once will buy from you again 

if you follow up with them. Closing that first sale is by far the most 

difficult part--not to mention the most expensive. So use back-end 

selling and upselling to get them to buy again: 

• Offer products that complement their original purchase. 

• Send out electronic loyalty coupons they can redeem on their 

next visit. 

• Offer related products on your "Thank You" page after they 

purchase. 

Reward your customers for their loyalty and they'll become even 

more loyal. 

The internet changes so fast that one year online equals about five 

years in the real world. But the principles of how to start and grow 

a successful online business haven't changed at all. If you're just 

starting a small business online, stick to this sequence. If you've 

been online awhile, do a quick review and see if there's a step 

you're neglecting, or never got around to doing in the first place. 

You can't go wrong with the basics. 
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4 
Why a man buys 
 

In this chapter we explore why a man buys. The instrument is that 

we want to sell the site. People constantly exchanging things. Why 

do some people buy from a store and from no other? If there are 

three companies which man buy? Why buy from you? Let's try 

some answers… 

 

Reasons why people buy from you: 

- Buy because they like you = any sale is emotional and powerful 

first impulse is that person likes you as a person or as a brand ; is 

a relationship between you and that person. In reality, we buy 

directly correlated with the person, you like her, and not tender. 

Example waiter. 

- Buy because they trust you / they can rely on you = can be 

solved more by marketing than by the communication , but also 

through marketing gimmicks . 

 

We humans operate on trust, expectations met or not. If my 

product to expectations then I buy from me. If I keep my promise 

to terms with money when you buy from me. 

Confidence and pleasure are two different things and distinct. Man 

may love you but you can not buy from you because he does not 

trust in yourself and your product. 

 

Marketing messages: how can you trust when you're not delivering 

next client? 
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Distributing flyers with the message: I noticed that there are 2 

from 100 customers, dissatisfied. We strive to not be one of them. 

- Buys that need or desire to buy = require computer but it is also 

the desire to have a video card to see on television. 

- Pleasure to buy / you feel when you buy = when you do not feel 

like paying. 
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5 
Sales message 

 

1.Setting your marketing goals 

2.Planning your marketing and editorial calendar 

3.Optimizing your content to boost your traffic 

4.Sharing your content on social media 

5. Getting the most out of your distribution 

This is everything you need to turn your ideas into content, boost 

your traffic, and generally just kick butt at marketing. 

 

How Can The Emotional Value Of A Headline Be Calculated? 

Emotional marketing value dates back to the 60s and 70s when 

government research scholar Dr. Hakim Chishti was studying the 

roots of several languages including Persian, Aramaic, Hebrew, 

Arabic, and Urdu. 

As it goes, his research found that there are basic underlying 

harmonics in language that are always interpreted with the same 

“emotional” reactions. Where dictionary-based meanings can be 

mistaken, the sound tones themselves are always interpreted the 

same way in our emotional response. This means that emotional 

language creates a very predictable response, something that can 

be very advantageous to marketers. 

The Emotional Marketing Value is a score that looks to asses how a 

group of words follows these emotional harmonics, and how likely 

they are to elicit an emotional response from a reader. 

The Emotional Marketing Value Headline Analyzer  is a tool based 

on the research that is made freely available by the Advanced 
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Marketing Institute. Using it can easily provide you with such a 

score. 

Scores are also classified by three emotional types – intellectual, 

empathetic, and spiritual. The institute provides a few details on 

what each of these emotional types include. 

 

Intellectual  

Words which are especially effective when offering products and 

services that require reasoning or careful evaluation.  

 

Empathetic  

Words which resonate with empathetic impact often bring out 

profound andstrong positive emotional reactions in people.  

 

Spiritual 

Words which have the strongest potential for influence and often 

appeal to people at a very deep emotional level. 

 

As an example, the emotional classification for this post was 

intellectual – as we are looking to promote a product that requires 

reasoning and/or careful evaluation. 

 

After we saw what EMV can do, we thought it would be helpful to 

build a new headline analyzer. This free tool combines EMV with 

several other elements we’ve found drive shares, traffic, and SEO 

results. 

 

Write Better Headlines With A Free Headline Analyzer 

The headline analyzer will help you: 

1. Use headline types that get the most traction for social shares, 

traffic, and search engine ranking. 

2. Make sure you have the right word balance to write readable 

headlines that command attention. 
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3. See the best word and character length for search engines like 

Google and email subject lines, while also seeing how your readers 

will scan your headlines. 

 

Interestingly enough, their conclusions are easily backed by the 

science of anticipation. 

 

Anticipation is the feeling that we get whenever we find something 

(like a blog post) that sparks our curiosity. We immediately begin 

to anticipate the contents of that post and wonder what we might 

find on the other side. When it comes to anticipation, our emotions 

will play a big role in how we finally respond to our own curiosity. 

 

Anticipating positive (or happy) events sustains the output of 

dopamine into the brain’s chemical pathways, and as blogger Neil 

Patel says “scientific experiments show that most people anticipate 

future positive events, as opposed to future negative events. In the 

absence of anxious/depressive psychological disorders, people 

automatically anticipate happiness more than they do sadness.” 

 

So, this all begins to add up. Not only do emotions cause us to 

share, but positive emotions seem to add an additional boost. If we 

look back to the three emotional types – intellectual, empathetic, 

and spiritual – we can easily see a distinct trend towards positive 

emotions and happiness. In short, popular headlines don’t only 

trigger our emotions, but they help us imagine a positive outcome. 

They help us imagine a better life. 

 

Headlines In Action: Some Emotional Headline Makeovers 

Let’s take a headful of headlines and look at how we can instantly 

add or adjust the language to make them more positive and/or 

more emotional. We will also calculate the precise EMV score for 

each to see where they fall. See for yourself how EMV can literally 

transform a headline in an instant. 
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• Existing Headline: Calculating Retail Prices (EMV 0) 

• New Headline: Calculating Retail Prices Can Be Hard Work (EMV 

42) 

• Why It’s Better: It validates something that the reader is already 

feeling, and offers a promised (and positive) solution. 

• Existing Headline:  The importance of setting goals and not 

reaching them (EVM 22%) 

• New Headline: You Shouldn’t Always Reach Your Goals (EVM 

50%) 

• Why It’s Better: It helps the reader feel better about occasionally 

falling short. They will read and share because it validates them as 

a person. 

• Existing Headline: Tips for Keeping Your Taxes Organized All Year 

Round (11%) 

• New Headline: Super Easy Ways To Keep Your Taxes Organized 

All Year (40%)  

• Why It’s Better: The new headlines promise simple and easy 

advice. This is certainly more motivational than plan old 

organization. 

• Existing Headline: Great men are not born great, they grow great 

(22%) 

• New Headline: Don’t Worry, Great Men Aren’t Always Born Great 

(50%) 

• Why It’s Better: Again, there is HOPE for everyone to be great. 

This is highly emotional and overwhelmingly positive. 

• Existing Headline: 12 Top Tips For Excellent Business Writing 

(14%) 

• New Headline: 12 Easy To Follow Tips For Better Business Writing 

(33%) 

• Why It’s Better: These tips will not only make my business writing 

better, but they are also easy to follow. It’s a win-win. 

• Old Headline: Small Business Line Of Credit: Is It Right For You? 

(20%) 
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• New Headline: How Do You Know A Small Business Line Of Credit 

Is For You? (31%) 

• Why It’s Better: Not only is it easier to read, but it attaches itself 

to the readers own worries and fears. 

• Old Headline: 7 Ways Your Brand Can Benefit from Content 

Curation (12%) 

• New Headline: 7 Ways You Will Benefit Through Content Curation 

(38%) 

• Why It’s Better: Replace ‘can’ with ‘will’ adds confidence. 

Replacing ‘your brand’ with ‘you’ as a personal connection. 

‘Through’ adds a level of spiritual emotions. 

• How To Write Emotional Headlines 

• So, how should you go about writing more emotional headlines? 

• Start by understanding what constitutes as emotional. Copywriter 

Karl Stepp offers a great list of highly emotional words that he calls 

“power words for emotional selling.” 

lista de cuvinte 

Sometimes you write a piece of content and see a huge influx of 

leads/sales 

Say you create a really amazing meme and it gets hundreds of 

views. If it doesn’t help sell your product or service, is it really 

helping? 

1: Know Exactly Who You Can Help And What They're 

Looking For 

2: Infuse Controversy Into Your Content 

Develop article ideas. 

Develop article ideas. 

Create a list of myths in your industry. 

Make a list of “truths” in your industry that are false. 

Pick one of these topics and write about it. 

1. Virality: If you're looking for more people to view your post, 

controversy will help make that happen. 

How can you infuse controversy into your content? 
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2. Resonance: The way you make more sales is by having raving 

fans, not people who are moderately interestedin you. Brainstorm 

how your call to action will stick  with your audience. 

 

3: Demonstrate Proof And Expertise 

Publicity: People gain instant respect for anybody who has been 

talked about on the news! 

Scientific studies/statistics: Simply look up "your topic statistics" in 

Google. For example, "email marketing statistics". 

Stories: Stories are the gateway to someone's heart. 

Specialization: Who do you trust more to fix your clogged arteries... 

your general doctor or a heart surgeon? 

Comparisons: Showing comparisons is the equivalent of 

demonstration. 

Dismantling myths: If you can break someone free of a myth that's 

hurting them, and get them to believe you, it gives you instant 

authority. 

Empathy: Empathy opens up the mind and allows them to quickly 

trust you, even if they hardly know you. 

 

4: Salt The Wound 

Convince your readers that: 

The normal way is hard and/or ineffective. 

My way makes it easy and effective. 

Then... 

Spell out the process needed to get the end result. 

Be extremely thorough and step-by-step. 

You do this for two reasons... 

For The DIY'ers: You want to make sure you're adding a lot of value 

to those people who will take your advice and actually do it 

themselves. 

Show How Complicated It Really Is: You'll also have a huge portion 

of people who want to get it done, but then see how much work it's 
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going to take and subconsciously decide that they'd rather hand the 

project to an expert. 

 

5: Understand The Exact Next Steps That Need To Happen 
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6 
Get More Clients 

 
Start up businesses need clients — any clients. Mid-level businesses 

need more clients and more money. Established, successful 

businesses need fewer, better, higher-paying clients. But how does 

a business owner go about getting clients? How do you get your 

first client? How do you get more clients? How do you get better 

clients? 

If getting clients were easy, marketers would be out of business! 

There is a lot of fluff online about client attraction — some people 

think it’s magic. That you can just sit there and wish for clients and 

that they will appear. Or that by putting out the right energy, 

miraculously you’ll attract clients who will come find you. 

But seriously, it doesn’t work like that. You have to work to get 

clients. Client attraction is just a special phrase that refers to the 

strategies business owners use to get more clients. 

So to help you with your client needs, here are 8 marketing tips to 

help you attract the clients you need: 

 

Client Attraction Marketing  

Tip 1: Be sure to talk to at least three people every day about your 

business and what you do. 

You can not just sit behind your computer every day and expect 

that scads of people from all over the world will magically find you 

and invest their money in your products, programs, and services. 

Too many entrepreneurs rely on the HAP Method of attracting 

clients (Hope and Pray) and it simply doesn’t work.Hiding at home 
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in your jammies and posting fiendishly on social media sites may 

get you a few clients, but it’s not going to sustain a six figure 

business. You must get dressed and get out of the house! If you 

can commit to talking to at least three different people about your 

business everyday, you’ll be amazed at the change you’ll see in 

your clients, your stress, and your income. 

 

Tip 2: Get out from behind your computer. Know where your target 

market is hanging out and go where they are 

Talking to three people a day about your business is great, but only 

one of those can be electronic communication! You need to do your 

research, find out where your ideal clients go to network, learn, and 

grow their businesses — and you need to go there too! If your ideal 

clients/customers are designers, you need to go to design oriented 

events, conferences, and meet-up groups. If your ideal clients are 

authors, you need to go to author groups, literary conferences, and 

book expos. 

 

Tip 3: Be ever present on your social networks, join in the 

conversation, and provide value and help 

Lurkers don’t get clients, don’t build reputations, don’t get 

remembered, and don’t get referred new business. Social media is 

a long-term marketing strategy with a long lead generation cycle. 

Typically people will follow you on Twitter, or be friends with you on 

Facebook for months or even years before they finally decide to 

hire you or buy from you. That’s why you need to be ever-present 

on the social networks you can commit to. Be there with great, 

valuable, helpful content, answer questions, assist others, join in 

conversations, be engaged. Sporadic, infrequent posting dilutes the 

trust your network has in you. 

 

Tip 4: The fortune is in the follow up. It’s where the magic that 

turns connections into clients happens 
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Failure to follow up is one of the most common ways that 

entrepreneurs and business owners sabotage their own success by 

simply not collecting the money on the table. Millions of dollars are 

lost by businesses around the world every year simply because 

they get busy and they fail to follow up with leads from networking 

events, conferences, social media, email, voicemail, referrals, and 

more. If you want or need to make more money, fix your follow up 

and you’ll see an increase in your bottom line. 

 

Tip 5: There are a lot of people trying to reach the same 

consumers you are. Offer them something free to pull them to you 

First let’s be clear, there are free offers and there are opt-in offers. 

Neither offer requires you to spend money, but one requires you to 

give your email in exchange for the item, so it really isn’t free. I 

believe you need to have BOTH types of offers available on your 

website. Provide instant access, no opt-in required resources to 

build trust and credibility to strangers, and provide opt-in offers for 

those who feel like they know you and are ready to give you their 

email address. But no matter what, make sure you’re giving 

something away of value, something people really want, something 

that’s so good you thought that maybe you should charge for it … 

otherwise your offer is just taking up space. 

 

Tip 6: Prospects want to see you have the solution to their problem 

and that you offer multiple choices for them to engage 

When new prospects are visiting your website, they want to see 

that you understand what they are struggling with or need help 

with, and that you have the solution to their problem that they 

have been looking for. Visitors want to be reassured that they are 

in the right place by reviewing your offers and seeing that you have 

multiple options for them to engage with you at different price 

points. If you can provide testimonials with or near your offers, you 

will help communicate the results and benefits they can receive 

when working with you. 
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Tip 7: Be able to communicate all the important details about your 

business in 30 seconds or less 

We’ve all been there. You ask someone about their business at a 

networking event and they respond with an explanation that goes 

one forever. They never seem to stop talking and all you want to do 

is get away! It is imperative that you are able to communicate the 

core aspects of your business to a stranger in 30 seconds or less in 

a way that makes sense. Here’s a quick formula to help: I help 

____________ achieve _____________ so they can 

______________. 

 

Tip 8: Ask for referrals and be very clear about who would be a 

perfect fit for your services, products, and programs 

Your happy customers and satisfied clients want to give you 

referrals! They want to hep their friends and contacts who are 

struggling find the same success they have … but sometimes they 

may think you don’t need their referrals (Crazy, I know!), or they 

aren’t sure how to refer people to you, or they aren’t sure who 

would be best to refer to you. Help them out by making the ask! 

Reach out to your clients and customers, share with them your 

ideal client profile, and ask them if they know anyone who fits that 

description and who would benefit from working with you. 

What about you? Do you have any additional client attraction 

marketing tips? Have you tried any of these strategies with 

success? I’d love to hear about it below! 

 

Map a marketing campaign on the Internet 

Step I  - keep product 

It goes on : 

- Research / Communications market 

- Designed product ( building ) = books, dvd 
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Step II 

Strategic training =  define goals story campaign , team define 

partnerships / persoanel that you or promote you , offer - price. 

Duration 1 week 

Launch the rumor that they are preparing something 

 

Step III 

Prerelease = sequence 3-5 types of communications ( Facebook 

posting , newsletter, content pieces 3-5 ) 

 

The goal : to create a relationship much as possible, to create a 

community as possible so that people wait to buy the product, to 

win the trust of customers . 

DURATION = 1-2 weeks 

 

Step IV 

LAUNCH = is a weapon of influence. People are attracted to coming 

events as time goes on and close in a short period of time . 

Messages are for sale and has a duration = 5-7 days. 

During the launch of the best price , best offer , best bonuses . The 

most money are coming towards you on the product. Or sell any 

physical product from any shop online existent sold on online 

channels any product / service possible this month because these 

campaigns are designed on the psychology of the customer and 

how it interacts it with a product they want to buy. 

After launch there are two categories of people: those who bought 

and those who have not bought . The biggest mistake is to not 

communicate with them . 

If you do not follow up with them will feel abandonaţi.Cei who 

bought remorse that will have bought the product and the others / 

who did not buy you lose to them the relationship that was built 

even if it was turned into buying. Must not be interrupted 

communication with potential customers. 
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Step V  

POST LAUNCH = turns in communication with clients and 

prospective 

1-3 messages that preserves the relationship because later to use 

that relationship for a new sale or other actions that we do. 

The purpose for which you launched is the man to go on your site 

and to press comnada to buy the product or service . 
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7 
Social media 

 

Advertising On Social Media Platforms  

Learn more about advertising options on social media networks. 

Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube 

Facebook Boosted Posts  

“Pay to play” is a phrase that surfaces in conversations about 

Facebook Pages today. Provided your page has reached 50 likes, 

for as little as $5, you can boost your posts—and Facebook makes 

it very easy.  

Facebook boosted posts, which are labeled “Sponsored,” present 

you with a great many targeting options for reaching people who 

like your page, their friends, or new audiences. You then narrow 

your audience by location, age, gender, and interests. 

  

Promoted Tweets  

Those who visit your website from Twitter tend to be highly 

engaged and prone to sharing your content.  

Promoted tweets give you even wider distribution. You can target 

non-followers using many variables to dictate where your tweets 

appear. You pay only when a user engages with your promoted 

tweet.  

Twitter offers a variety of promotional options including: 

- Engagement Tweets—You pay to get clicks on a link and can 

create a new tweet or use one you’ve published previously.  
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- Website Cards—You’ll create a card including an image, headline, 

URL, and call to action, which is perfect for promoting content such 

as e-books.  

- Leads Campaigns—You’ll create a variation of a website card 

aimed at gathering email addresses. 

 

YouTube Ads  

YouTube calls them what they are: ads.  

You pay when your ad is watched. Your video ads are powered by 

Google AdWords, so you’ll need an account.  

YouTube offers a robust microsite designed to help you understand 

the program, how companies use it, and how to get started. 

Naturally, much of the tutorial content is video. 

 

LinkedIn Sponsored Updates  

LinkedIn’s sponsored updates program is an available option if 

you’ve created a LinkedIn company page and is ideal for hyper-

targeting for B2B efforts.  

You’re able to target followers, non-followers, or everyone—and 

you can target via geography, industry, company size, job title, and 

more.  

A new program, “direct sponsored content,” enables you to run in 

feeds without publishing on your page. Advanced tools allow you to 

personalize and test variations of your content. 

 

Native Advertising  

Online publishers commonly offer native advertising, giving you an 

opportunity to actually publish your content in their publication. 

Though your content will be “branded,” it will largely match the 

look and feel of the non-sponsored content, hence the name 

“native.”  

In most cases, native advertising is mixed in with standard content; 

however, some publishers create specific sections for the content.  
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While native advertising is seldom a low-cost endeavor, it will afford 

you the opportunity to put your content before a large and highly 

targeted audience. 

 

Pay-per-click (PPC)  

Retargeting  

Generally, about 2% of website visitors convert. Retargeting is a 

great way to bring back the 98% who chose not to buy from your 

website initially.  

Retargeting (or remarketing) tracks your visitors through the use of 

cookies (data stored in your browser). As your old visitors browse 

the Web, retargeting providers present your ads to those who 

visited your site. You pay per click.  

Retargeting’s effectiveness traces to its ability to re-engage ready-

to-buy window shoppers.  

Because viewers are already familiar with your brand, they’re more 

prone to respond to the ads. Like PPC, the subject of retargeting 

ads is often products, but its application for content promotion 

continues to grow. 

 

Google AdWords  

Google’s well-established pay-per-click program is the granddad of 

online advertising.  

With PPC advertising, you select relevant keywords and pay a given 

amount each time your ad is clicked. Traditionally, PPC ads aim at 

driving traffic to product pages, but content marketers are finding it 

useful for promoting content.  

Beyond Google, many PPC options are available including Bing Ads 

from Microsoft and Yahoo! Advertising. 

 

AdWords (pay-per-click) appear in the same stream as organic 

results, but are subtly marked by a small, yellow “Ad.” The ads may 

appear atop the page, in a sidebar, or both. Like all things Google, 
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the program changes often (and users may or may not be 

updated). 

 

EARNED MEDIA: THE MOST TRUSTED PROMOTION POSSIBLE  

Earned media—a term that’s been around awhile thanks to the 

world of public relations—essentially means getting free media for 

your brand.  

While it may have formerly focused on traditional media, earned 

content implications in the digital world are wide and varied. Earned 

media may include other companies’ blogs and social media.  

Prominent listings on search engines are probably the pinnacle of 

earned media. However, anywhere the talk is about you—

preferably how great thou art—can be considered earned media.  

 

Blogging Strategies  

Guest Blog  

Contributing blog posts to other Web properties is a highly effective 

tactic for reaching large audiences.  

Though your content may be edited by the blog’s editor (some do, 

some don’t), you obviously have far more control over the 

published content than you might with other earned media 

strategies. 

If you’re new to guest blogging, you’ll increase your chance of 

landing opportunities by seeking blogs that promote the fact they 

publish contributions from outside writers. Perform a search for 

potential sites by entering terms such as “write for us” or 

“contribute to our blog” (plus the niche you do business in).  

At first, you may want to have a humble plan by submitting to sites 

you believe will consider you. Over time, with some success to 

speak of, you’re likely to earn bigger and better opportunities at 

more prominent sites in your niche.  
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Make News  

We’re talking PR here. The goal: get respected media to cover you. 

The reward: big reach (and hopefully credibility).  

“News coverage garners attention, fuels social amplification, builds 

brand credibility and as it so happens, influences buyers,” writes 

Sarah Skerik on the PR Newswire site (author of “Driving Content 

Discovery”).  

The online PR business changes fast, but in an effort to point you in 

the right direction, oft-cited leaders include Vocus/Cision (recently 

merged) and Meltwater. Their job is to help you execute digital PR 

programs. 

Inspire Influencers To Share Your Content  

Influencer marketing is the practice of getting leaders in your field 

or even celebrities to vouch for your brand and its content. 

 

Owned media 

Owned media is a bit slippery to define. Forrester calls it “a channel 

you control, ”but the truth is, the degree of control you have varies 

across media.  

You own your website and blog (assuming you host your blog). 

While some may suggest your email marketing has a degree of 

“earned” to it because you have to earn an opt-in, your email list is 

indeed a valuable owned asset.  

But then there’s the media—social media—where you go for a ride 

and though you attempt to steer, often you surrender control to 

either the host network, or the audience, or both. Facebook, for 

example, gives you plenty of control, but dictates the rules and 

changes them frequently.  

Owned media is best thought of as the channels where you either 

start or arbitrate the conversation. Forrester explains, “owned 

media creates brand portability.” On it, you extend your presence 

in places across the Web beyond your site.  
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Certainly, companies that interact with customers and influencers 

via owned media gain a significant advantage over those that don’t, 

so we’ll look at how it’s done. 

 

On-site Audit  

Effective strategies include:  

• Sharing on social media  

• Creating e-books, infographics, SlideShares, video, podcasts, etc.  

• New or updated blog posts  

• Email courses  

 

A solid content promotion plan needs to have components from 

paid, earned, and owned media. Content marketers who lean too 

heavily toward one at the detriment—or complete avoidance—of 

the others will continue to struggle to find an audience for their 

content.  

 

Email  

 The most pervasive medium in business today, email is the top 

content promotion tactic of many marketers.  

 This is not to say email is without challenges. To succeed, you 

need to build a significant email database, master the tools to 

manage email in volume, and get recipients to open, read, and click 

through. Also, though we’ll define it as “owned media,” you 

generally pay for email services.  

 As you develop your email chops, consider some of the many 

forms of potentially effective email opportunities beyond the 

newsletter, including triggered emails, autoresponder series, and 

transactional email. 

 

Social  

Social media and content marketing are mates.  

Extract highlights from your content in the most media-specific way 

possible and include images to increase stopping power.  
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Always include a call to action in your updates. Take advantage of 

Twitter cards, which attach media to tweets that link to your 

content (setup required). Share and discuss your content on the 

most active and relevant LinkedIn Groups. Use the +(Name) tactic 

on Google+ to ensure your posts are seen by influencers (to also 

increase the chances of earning additional shares).  

Pin images on Pinterest that link to your onsite content, with rich 

descriptions. 

Similarly, tag your peers on Facebook and the various networks 

that use tagging systems.  

Use #hashtags to increase discoverability.  

Set up and maintain both personal and company profiles and 

pages. Ask readers to share and quote experts. 

 

Blog  

Cover more bases by making sure your blog encourages sharing 

and engagement.  

Integrate your blog with a social style comments section such as 

Disqus, Livefyre, or even Facebook comments.  

Add social sharing buttons—the types that remain onscreen as the 

reader scrolls work best.  

Use great images that are worthy of sharing on Pinterest (or 

anywhere). 

Create prepopulated tweets with the Click To Tweet plugin. 

 

SlideShare  

• Create informative and entertaining slide presentation versions of 

your content on the massively popular network.  

• Remember to cross-promote content on your website and blog.  

• Publish PDFs and infographics, too.  

• Use Adobe Acrobat to embed links.  

• Create a great cover where the title is easily read when presented 

as a thumbnail. 
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8 
How to write a newsletter 
 

THE BEST CONTENT TYPES 

 

You've probably heard about a billion different content types you 

could use to share your messages with your audience.  

Use this template to plan the best content for your audience. 

 

Most Effective Content Types 

1. Visual graphics 

Use visuals in your posts to share your message 60,000 times 

faster than text alone. 

What resources do you have available to help you create visuals? 

What visuals could enhance your content? 

 

2. Videos 

What resources do you have available to help you create videos? 

How could you use videos to connect with your audience? 

 

3. Ebooks and downloads 

What resources do you have available to help you create ebooks 

and other content downloads? 

How could you use ebooks to connect with your audience? 

 

4. Articles 

Do you have a blog or content hub to publish and share articles? 

What resources do you have available to help you create articles? 
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How could you use articles connect with your audience? 

How Your Audience Learns 

 

1. Visual learners 

How could you use these content types to connect with visual 

learners? 

Infographics 

Videos (videos, along with podcasts, can also tap into the aural 

aspect of learning for those who prefer to listen to content). 

Maps 

Timelines 

Charts and graphs 

Photos and illustrations 

Slide decks 

Memes 

 

2. Number crunchers 

How could you use these content types to connect with number 

crunchers? 

Charts and graphs 

Infographics 

Case studies 

Webinars 

Sharing behind-the-scenes data (e.g. A/B test results) 

Research 

Guides 

White papers 

 

3. Text lovers 

Long-form blog posts 

Ebooks 

White papers 

Guides 

Slide decks with words 
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Story and narrative 

Serial content 

Graphics with words 

 

4. Social learners 

How could you use these content types to connect with social 

learners? 

Interviews 

Case studies 

Webinars 

List posts (collected links, resources, quotes, or responses to a 

singular question) 

Surveys 

Opinions  

 

Create The Perfect Mix 

 

1. Content types are flexible 

Which content types will work best for you to connect with many 

different learners? 

 

2. Content starts small and branches out 

Plan how you will repurpose your content. 

 

We’re bombarded with words, all day, every day—e-mails, 

brochures, reports, letters, ads, speeches, articles, PowerPoint 

presentations and much, much more. 

You can’t afford to let your business communications get lost in the 

crowd—not if you want to inspire your customers to buy, encourage 

your employees to work harder, or simply invite associates to a 

business luncheon. 

Here are a few ways to make your messages stand out from the 

pack. 
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1. Know your audience 

It’s an old saying in the advertising business: A message aimed at 

everyone often appeals to no one. 

To communicate effectively, you have to know your readers. Are 

they familiar with your subject? Are they likely to resist your 

message? Are they old or young, urban or rural, highly educated or 

not? 

Knowing your readers makes it easier for you to answer everyone’s 

most pressing question: “What’s in it for me?” 

Tip: Picture the typical reader in your mind. Is she an 18-year-old 

university student in a small New Brunswick town or a 60-year-old 

executive in Vancouver? 

 

2. Know your message 

Before typing a word, decide what you’re trying to achieve. Do you 

simply want to share information? Do you need to explain a difficult 

concept? Or do you want to inspire your readers to act? Most 

importantly, what is your key message? 

Tip: Try to boil your message down to an ad-style slogan—for 

instance, “This product can save your business thousands of dollars 

a year.” 

 

3. Think like a reporter 

When you’re closely involved with a topic, it’s easy to overlook the 

obvious. For example, it’s astonishing how many websites for hotels 

and restaurants don’t include one vital piece of information: The 

address. Make sure your document includes the answers to the Five 

W’s and an H: Who, what, where, when, why and how. 

Tip: Show your document to someone outside your department or 

company and ask whether anything is missing. 

 

4. Banish buzzwords and clichés 

Too much business writing these days is stuffed with clichés and 

over-used buzzwords. What business isn’t “service-oriented”? And if 
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a company isn’t “solutions-focused,” what is it focused on? Creating 

problems? 

Clichés are expressions that come out of nowhere and suddenly 

seem to be everywhere, to the point that they become almost 

meaningless. How many times have you read about low-hanging 

fruit, win-win solutions or pushing the envelope? Do they inspire 

you—or make you yawn? Thought so. 

Tip:  When you detect a cliché, try to come up with a fresher 

metaphor for the same idea. Instead of “thinking outside the box,” 

how about “breaking away from the herd”? But don’t work too hard 

to be clever. Often, simply saying what you mean—“thinking in 

innovative ways”—is best. 

 

5. Junk the jargon 

Every field has its acronyms and technical terms. They’re useful 

shorthand when every reader knows the lingo. But if you’re writing 

for people outside your field—which will often include your 

customers—get rid of the inside slang or you may create confusion. 

Tip: If you absolutely can’t avoid using jargon, at least explain it. 

On a webpage, for instance, you can insert a hyperlink to the 

definition. 

 

6. Keep it tight 

Short sentences, short paragraphs and short documents have a 

better chance of capturing readers’ attention. That’s particularly 

true of e-mails and other electronic documents because we read 

more slowly on screen than on paper. Cut the flab to keep your 

readers.  Here are a few tips. 

• Delete redundant adjectives. All friends are personal; all 

innovations are new; all disasters are serious. 

• Don’t disguise your verbs as verb/noun pairs. Don’t “make a 

decision” or “carry out an improvement.” Just “decide” or 

“improve.” 
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• Cut windy phrases. Why say “We are in the process of upgrading 

our IT systems” when you can simply say “We are upgrading our IT 

systems”? 

Tip: Pretend the document you’re working on is a telegram and 

every word costs you $10. Edit accordingly. 

 

7. Make it plain and simple 

People often skim documents for key information before deciding to 

read the whole thing. Make it easy for them. 

• Write a clear subject line for your e-mail (“Read this now” 

doesn’t cut it) or a clear headline for your article. 

• Put deadlines and other vital points in bold. 

• Break up messages with descriptive subheads. 

• Put lists—like this one—in bullet format. 

• Make sure the most important information is at the top. 

And avoid using $20 words when 20-cent ones will do. Instead of 

“facilitating ameliorations to our customer service environment,” 

simply “improve customer service.” 

Tip: Try to write the way you speak. 

 

8. Leave the symbols and abbreviations on your phone 

When you’re texting your kids, go ahead and use “&” “etc.” “e.g.” 

and other shorthand. But if you’re writing to impress clients, 

employees or investors, use full words. It’s simply more 

professional. 

Tip: If you frequently use certain symbols, put a sticky note on 

your computer monitor reminding yourself to “search and replace” 

them. 

 

9. Get active 

What’s the difference between these two sentences? 

• Rebates will be provided on all new purchases. 

• XYZ Corp. will provide rebates on all new purchases. 
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In the first case, we don’t know who is providing the rebate. In the 

second, the company is the subject of the sentence. 

In grammatical terms, the first sentence is in the passive voice and 

the second is in the active voice. 

OK. But why should you care? 

Putting sentences in active voice is a quick way to brighten your 

writing. Sentences in active voice are often shorter and usually 

clearer than those in passive voice, and inspire more trust in 

readers. Everyone wants to know who is doing what. 

Tip: Ask yourself, “Who is acting in this sentence?” If that person or 

organization isn’t in the sentence, add it as the subject of the verb. 

 

10. Proofread 

Spell checkers are useful tools, but they’re far from perfect. They’ll 

rarely alert you when you’ve used an actual word in the wrong 

context—just ask anyone who has ever invited customers to 

contact the “sales manger.” Proofread your documents before 

printing them or hitting “send.” 

Tip: Read documents aloud to catch missing words. And if you see 

one mistake, read the rest of the paragraph particularly closely—

typos tend to cluster. 
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9 
The perfect blog post 

 

5 POINTS CHECKLIST FOR THE PERFECT BLOG POST 

Build Your Launch Pad First 

Write an awesome headline. 

If you can check o_ the following points, you’ve got a headline that 

should help you grow tra_c, get social 

media shares, and rank well in search engines. 

Does your headline contain a keyword? 

Is your headline a list, how-to, or question? 

Is your headline positive sounding? 

Is your headline about 55 characters long? 

Is your headline about 6–7words long? 

 

Write a solid introduction 

There’s a lot of research that says if you haven’t hooked your 

readers within the first 100 words, they’ll leave.  

Is there a solid hook that will catch people’s attention? 

Do you have the most important information within the first 100 

words of your post? 

Do you have at least one link to another piece of content on your 

blog within the first two sentences? 

 

1. Write The Draft Post 

Write all the blog post content 

Are the points in your post backed by research and facts? 
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Are there truly unique ideas in your post that either build on the 

information already available? 

Are your most important ideas at the beginning of your post and 

the least important at the end? 

Is your blog post about 1,500 words long? 

Check the visual appearance of your copy 

Is your first paragraph a standalone sentence? 

Is your second paragraph no more than two sentences? 

Are all of your sentences 25 words long or less? 

Are all of your paragraphs no more than 3 sentences? 

Check your logic and conclusion. 

Does your post flow smoothly from introduction to problem-solving 

and conclusion? 

Does your post have a clear call to action? 

 

2. Get The Draft Whipped Into Shape 

Make sure your post matches your style guide. 

Have you proofread and edited your post? 

Have you made sure your post mentions your keyword in the body 

several times? 

 

3. Create Associated Content 

Create giveaway content. 

Does your post have a helpful download your readers can have in 

exchange for their email address? 

Do you have solid visuals in your post? 

Create social media messages. 

Do you have a plan to share your content more than once on social 

media? 

Have you used a quote for a social message? 

Have you used a summary for a social message? 

Have you used graphics in your social messages? 

Do you have Click To Tweet embedded in your blog post? 
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4. Publish And Promote 

Monitor the post after you publish it. 

Have you been monitoring your post’s comments? 

Have you shared your post with your email subscribers? 

Have you found a way to repurpose your post? 

Share the post again on social media if it was successful 
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